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Theaceae is one of the most notable and different plant families, with 
almost 372 acknowledged species and numerous significant environmental, 
agricultural, and monetary individuals, including tea plant, oil-tea plant, and a 
few woody fancy animal categories, for example, Camellia japonica, Camellia 
sasanqua, and Camellia reticulata. The tea plant is perhaps of the most critical 
and customary monetary harvest filled in Asia, Africa, and Latin America, 
whose leaves are utilized to create various sorts of tea. Camellia oleifera is 
a woody oil plant, whose seed bits produce bountiful palatable oils with high 
monounsaturated unsaturated fat substance [1]. The establishing region for 
C. oleifera was around 4.39 million hectares in China with a complete result 
worth of 116 billion RMB. Many developed assortments of C. japonica and C. 
sasanqua produce beautiful blossoms with striking smells.

Theaceae, which has a place with Ericales, has as of late been portrayed 
into three clans and nine genera. The characterization of the Theaceae is 
trying because of its comparable morphological characters in certain species, 
commonness of self-contrariness, successive interspecific hybridization, and 
polyploidization [2]. At the clan level, the systematics of Theaceae have been 
investigated primarily utilizing plastid arrangements, incorporating studies with 
broad taxon examining addressing most genera, though with simply two to 
ten plastid successions. The phylogeny of Theaceae with 30-46 species has 
likewise been gathered utilizing a mix of one plastid, one mitochondrial and one 
atomic succession, one mitochondrial quality, or ten chloroplast groupings in 
addition to the atomic inside deciphered spacer (ITS). Likewise, the plastome 
phylogenomics technique was utilized to surmise connections among the 
Theaceae genera [3]. Ongoing investigations of Theaceae phylogeny have 
additionally been led with 610 atomic qualities from 57 species. In any case, 
clashes or inadequately settled connections actually stay among clans, 
especially among the genera and subgenus. Investigations utilizing either 
plastid qualities or DNA Internal interpreted spacer (ITS) showed that clans 
Stewartieae and Gordineae are progressive sisters to clan Theeae. A similar 
outcome was likewise displayed in two examinations by utilizing plastome 
information. 

Camellia is the biggest sort in the Theaceae family, and is dispersed in 
China and its neighboring nations. Southern China is a focal point of variety 
of numerous genera of Theaceae, and furthermore addresses an area of 
endemism and the principal massing of Camellia in a skillet biogeographic 
sense. A very much settled phylogeny is a system to work with the 

comprehension of the beginning and morphological developmental examples 
for these developed and financial gatherings like the variety of Camellia [4]. 
The debate incorporates two viewpoints: the logical inconsistency of the 
connections in light of morphological order and the transformative examination 
in view of sub-atomic data.

In this review, genomes and transcriptomes of 91 Theaceae species were 
coordinated, covering three clans and eight genera. Moreover, the geography 
here incorporates very much upheld connections among eight genera 
and some significant subgenus. We additionally present all around settled 
connections inside Camellia, which contains by far most of agents of Theaceae. 
Sub-atomic dating and speciation rate estimation uncovered a quick radiation 
occasion in the predecessor of Camellia almost quite a while back. Genome 
polyploidizations, morphological advancement, and reasonable geographical 
environments conceivably altogether added to the broadening of the tea family 
and assisted it with enduring the mass annihilation occasion [5]. The outcomes 
give serious areas of strength for a to additional transformative investigations 
of Theaceae, adding to a superior comprehension of this significant gathering 
with huge commitments to tropical and subtropical environments.
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